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What are the major goals of the project?  
 
The NSF-funded Center for Advanced Automotive Technology (CAAT) advances the mission of the ATE program 
by connecting industry, academia, and government agencies to ensure that education programs meet the needs 
and expected outcomes for technicians within the many sectors of the automotive industry. As the automotive 
industry continues its radical transformation, fuel efficiency, minimized environmental impact, autonomous 
vehicles, and safety are the driving factors affecting new car design. These newly developed features are shifting 
the skillset for technicians sought after by employers. CAAT expanded its existing framework to include 
additional technology areas of automated/connected vehicles and lightweighting. CAAT seed funding creates 
and disseminates new automotive curricula. CAAT continues building a regional and national automotive 
technology learning environment that extends well beyond the campus at Macomb Community College. The 
Center advances life-long educational attainment, working with a range of age groups to engage people in 
advanced technology; increasing awareness of high school students to consider automotive technician 
education, encouraging certificate and degree attainment at the community college, promoting transfer to four-
year institutions, and supporting automotive professionals who desire more training. CAAT also serves as a 
convener of meetings among business, educational institutions, and government, and provides professional 
development to community college and high school educators. CAAT provides a smooth student transition from 
Macomb Community College to the Wayne State University Engineering Technology program as well as utilizing 
the Wayne State Advanced Technology Education Center (ATEC) constructed adjacent to the Macomb South 
Campus. ATEC houses an Advanced Energy Storage (Battery Systems) Laboratory jointly developed by the two 
institutions.  
 
The Center’s formative and summative evaluations emphasize strategic linkages between organizational 
planning and evaluation, specific goals and outcomes for the purpose of measuring impact, and data use for 
continuous improvement. As the evaluation moved from awareness/reaction to impact, it measured the extent 
to which the work of CAAT is consistent with the proposal, that the work is meeting or exceeding the target 
numbers of products, participants, contributions, and that the work positively affects the desired audiences. 
Surveys and workshop evaluations provide valuable data used to revise the interventions with stakeholders. 
 
CAAT's demonstrably successful program focuses on associate degree level, middle-skill jobs in advanced 
automotive technologies. This automotive technology education has had significant impact in the Great Lakes 
region and beyond. 
 
We measure goal attainment through accomplishment of the following objectives: 
 
1. Generate an advanced automotive technology learning environment (Learning Environment Effectiveness) 
2. Increase awareness and understanding of advanced automotive technologies (Outreach Effectiveness) 
3. Engage regional institutions and businesses in collaborative activities (Partnership Effectiveness) 
4. Institute an advanced automotive technology website for curriculum dissemination (Curriculum 

Dissemination Effectiveness) 
5. Create an effective sustainability plan (Sustainability Effectiveness) 
 
CAAT utilizes an evaluation model similar to the ATE funded program FLATE’s Sterling Evaluation model.  This 
evaluation model provides greater depth of data, allowing CAAT to utilize the results and make continuous 
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quality assessments and improvements as needed. The model provides a good framework to show the linkage of 
activities (tactics) to programs (goals), thus supporting overall effectiveness of the Center.  
 

 
 
What was accomplished under these goals?  

Major Activities:  
 
Major Goal 1 - Generate an advanced automotive technology learning environment (Learning Environment 
Effectiveness) 
CAAT works to develop, adapt, and reform advanced automotive technology curriculum as needed. CAAT 
supports curriculum development; professional development of college faculty and secondary school teachers; 
career pathways to two-year colleges from secondary schools and from two-year colleges to four-year 
institutions; and articulation between two-year and four-year programs for prospective teachers that focus on 
technological education. This work is evidenced by the following events and activities:   
 

 Wayne State University Short Course – July 10 thru 11, 2017 
Wayne State University conducted a two-day professional development short course at their Advanced 
Technology Education Center in Warren, MI. The four topics presented in the workshop were:  
- Hybrid, electric, and connected vehicle technology 
- Advanced battery systems for hybrid and electric vehicles 
- Power electronics and traction motor for electric-drive vehicles 
- Lightweighting materials for automotive 
Twenty-one people, including college and secondary high school instructors, attended and gave the course 
extremely positive feedback.  
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 North American Council of Automotive Teachers Conference – July 17 thru July 21, 2017 
CAAT and Macomb Community College hosted the North American Council of Automotive Teachers (NACAT) 
conference in 2017. NACAT is the only international organization devoted to teachers and trainers of 
automotive technology. This event brought industry professionals into the training sessions with almost 200 
automotive teachers to ensure the connection between education and industry remains the driving force of 
training curriculum choices. Workshops were offered all week with Bob Feldmaier, CAAT Director, 
presenting The Road to Autonomous Vehicles and Nelson Kelly, CAAT Assistant Director, presenting Fuel Cell 
Electric Vehicles: the Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers. 
 

 CAR Management Briefing – July 31 thru August 3, 2017 
Joe Petrosky and Bob Feldmaier attended the CAR Management Briefing Seminar with presentations from 
top executives from the auto industry, government and academia. This is the country’s premiere forum for 
engaging these groups in active planning and education around automotive technology. The opening session 
of World Class Manufacturing included a presentation on the CAAT by Doug Richman, VP Engineering and 
Technology, Kaiser Aluminum, and member of the CAAT Industry Advisory Council. A new CAAT video played 
during the break. CAAT also sponsored an exhibit at the event. 
 

 The Battery Show North America – September 12 thru 14, 2017 
Bob Feldmaier and Nelson Kelly attended The Battery Show North America held in Novi, MI. The show is a 
showcase of advanced battery technology for electric and hybrid vehicles, utility and renewable energy 
support, portable electronics, medical technology, military and telecommunications.   
 

 Lightweighting Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT) Conference – September 25 thru 26, 2017 
Joe Petrosky and Nelson Kelly attended the LIFT annual meeting in Detroit to hear a discussion on 
lightweighting initiatives. 
 

 American Center for Mobility Academic Consortium - October 16, 2017 
The American Center for Mobility (ACM), in partnership with 15 colleges and universities across Michigan 
including Macomb Community College, announced the creation of the Academic Consortium (AC) to train 
the next generation of high-tech talent at ACM's state-of-the-art connected and automated vehicle (CAV) 
technologies facility in southeast Michigan.  
 

 Southeast Michigan Automotive Teachers Association Conference – October 26, 2017 
The Southeast Michigan Automotive Teachers Association (SEMATA) Conference, hosting about 100 high 
school and college automotive teachers, was held at Macomb and included a general meeting, technical 
training classes, and a trade show. Dr. Kelly attended and presented “Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles: the 
Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers” and “The Road to Autonomous Vehicles.”  
 

 Design and Manufacturing Alliance (DMA) Fall Conference – November 3, 2017 
Joe Petrosky and Nelson Kelly attended the Design and Manufacturing Alliance (DMA) fall conference at 
Kettering University in Flint, Michigan. The conference theme was "Resources for 21st Century Jobs". The 
event focused on future employment opportunities in the automotive industry.                 
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 Automotive Technology Open House – November 2, 2017 
CAAT sponsored an Open House hosted by Macomb's Automotive Technology program. At the event, 150 
high school students toured Macomb's state-of-the-art classrooms, labs and service bays, which house 
training in the latest vehicle diagnosis and technology.   
 

 Michigan Automotive Teachers Association Conference – April 12, 2018 
Macomb faculty members attended the first Michigan Automotive Teachers Association (MATA) conference. 
Nelson Kelly attended and also presented “The Road to Autonomous Vehicles” and “Fuel Cell Electric 
Vehicles: The Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers.” 
 

 Wayne State University Co-PI Authors Textbook – 2018 
Gene Liao was invited to be the solo author for one fully new section, “Roadmap of vehicle electrification 
and hybridization” in Marks’ Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers. Dr. Liao was also invited to be 
the solo author for one significantly revised section, “Automotive Engineering” in Marks’ Standard 
Handbook for Mechanical Engineers. Marks’ Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers is an 
internationally standard text among mechanical engineering students and practicing Mechanical Engineers. 
It is among the best-selling texts from publisher McGraw-Hill, which prints a new edition every decade.   
 

 Macomb Community College Articulation Agreements - Continuous 
Articulation agreements related to advanced automotive technology are in place with area institutions. 
These include: Central Michigan University, Davenport University, Eastern Michigan University, Ferris State 
University, Grand Valley State University, Kettering University, Lake Superior State University, Lawrence 
Technological University, Michigan State University, Oakland University, Saginaw Valley State University, 
University of Detroit Mercy, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, University of Michigan-Dearborn, University 
of Michigan-Flint, Wayne State University and Western Michigan University.  

 

 Curriculum Development – Continuous 
Joe Petrosky, Bob Feldmaier and Nelson Kelly attended many conferences that provided excellent industry 
contacts for Lightweighting and Automated/Connected Vehicles. Through these contacts, CAAT facilitated 
many meetings with industry to gain insight into their educational needs for employees in these new 
technologies. CAAT also held meetings with faculty to determine which areas already had existing 
curriculum and where gaps exist. Industry partners validated these gaps, which became key focus areas. 
Many academic institutions were contacted or visited to determine where existing curriculum in these areas 
may exist or where they could be used with some modifications. Automated/Connected Vehicle discussions 
identified a need for a very different technician education than current offerings. CAAT issued seed funding 
contracts to fill the gaps with valuable curriculum resources.  
 
In this reporting period, the University of Alabama created a course on experimental testing of vehicles. The 
CAAT Director, Assistant Director, and industry representatives provided feedback on alignment with 
industry needs and reviewed the materials. 
 
In meetings with executives from many automotive manufacturers and suppliers, CAAT repeatedly heard of 
the need for technicians with mechanical, electronic, and software skills to assist their engineers who are 
developing highly automated and electrified vehicles. VDT's will have a different skill set than traditional 
service technicians, who maintain and repair vehicles currently on the road. VDT's must be able to build and 
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test prototype vehicles and vehicle systems without a service manual. VDT's need to understand electronics 
and be able to build wiring harnesses. They have to understand vehicle networks and software and be able 
to work with sensor output and data acquisition. The Macomb Community College Curriculum Committee 
unanimously approved a new degree program in Automotive Technology called Vehicle Development 
Technician (VDT). This is a very unique new program aimed at technicians working at auto company or 
supplier engineering organizations that combines mechanical, electronic and IT skills. The first cohort(s) of 
students will begin in the fall, 2018 semester at Macomb Community College's South Campus in Warren, MI.  
 

 Wayne State Advanced Technology Center – Continuous  
Wayne State, working closely with Macomb Community College, created an electric vehicle technologies 
center of excellence where Wayne State University and Macomb Community College faculty can engage in 
research, program development, and delivery of electric and automotive battery technologies.   Wayne 
State Faculty conducted short course training in this facility in summer, 2017. A Mechanical Engineering 
doctoral student constructed a 14.8 V battery module with connecting four 20-Ah lithium polymer battery 
cells in the ATEC. A modeling and simulation on battery modules was also created in the SPICE software 
environment. 

 
Major Goal 2 - Increase awareness and understanding of advanced automotive technologies (Outreach 
Effectiveness) 
 
Activities focused on: increasing the general public’s awareness of advanced automotive technologies, 
encouraging student interest, beginning in middle school, in STEM-related education, and educating industry 
and academic partners.  A STEM coordinator works to increase outreach and exploration of career and 
education opportunities in the wider community. The list of outreach activities, shown below, provides an 
understanding of the breadth and scope of activities CAAT sponsors. 

 

 Intelligent Transportation Systems Community College Workshop – September 20 thru 21, 2017 
Joe Petrosky attended the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Community College workshop which was 
held at the ITS America Headquarters in Washington, D.C. The program convened ITS educators from 
community colleges, technical, and trade schools around the country, along with practicing professionals, to 
strategize on how to improve ITS education to better suit employer needs. 

 

 ATE-PI Conference - October 23 thru October 25, 2017 
Joe Petrosky and Sherri Doherty attended the ATE PI conference in Washington, DC and staffed the CAAT 
booth at the conference showcase. The conference brought together approximately 850 two-year college 
educators and 63 current ATE students and alumni to focus on critical advanced technological education 
issues.   
 

 Auto STEAM Days – December 5 thru 6, 2017 
CAAT and Macomb Community College hosted the Auto STEAM Days event for approximately 2,700 middle 
and high school students. Students participated from 33 different middle schools and high schools as well as 
home school groups. Each day offered morning and afternoon sessions on Automotive Design and 
Engineering, and Manufacturing and Technology as well as a car show. Eight industry partners presented: 
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, General Motors, Ford Motor Company, MAGNA International, KUKA, Siemens, 
Comau and American Axle and Manufacturing. 
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 Explore Careers in Manufacturing & Technology Family Event – December 6, 2017 
This free evening event complements the college’s annual Auto STEAM Days and Macomb County’s 
extensive National Manufacturing Day activities for hands-on exposure to careers in automotive design, 
robotics, manufacturing and technology. More than 400 parents and students attended this informative 
event that provided attendees with in-depth information on automotive and technology careers from recent 
graduates and local employers. More than 28 companies and organizations participated.   
 

 National Science Board Listening Session – April 19, 2018 
CAAT and Macomb Community College hosted a listening session on the automotive industry for the 
National Science Board (NSB). The listening session allowed NSB members to discuss and hear perspectives 
from relevant stakeholders about the opportunities and challenges related to the skilled technical workforce 
from a local, real-world perspective. Joe Petrosky and Bob Feldmaier participated in the event and were 
instrumental in helping arrange this session with NSF and organizing the stakeholders. After the listening 
session, NSB members attended the abse scholarship dinner at Macomb. The following day, the majority of 
NSB members attended the annual CAAT Conference. The NSB spoke positively and extensively of the CAAT 
visit when reporting at their public meeting in Virginia in May, 2018.  
 

 Annual CAAT Conference – Testing Tomorrow’s Autonomous Vehicles Today – April 20, 2018 
This year’s conference gave valuable insights on how new automotive technology will affect the future of 
automated/connected vehicles, with industry and education perspectives. The esteemed keynote speaker 
was Carla Bailo, President and CEO, Center for Automotive Research.  The conference addressed all three 
methods of testing connected and automated vehicles. A record number 156 people attended representing 
various high schools, community colleges and universities as well as multiple government agencies, 
professional organizations and industry workforce representatives. The Center for Automotive Research 
(CAR), the Design and Manufacturing Alliance (DMA), Mobile Technology Association of Michigan (MTAM), 
dSPACE and Workforce Intelligence Network (WIN) co-sponsored the event.  It also included a presentation 
on various organizations in the area offering STEM programs with representative from those organizations 
available to explain their organizations in more detail.  

 

 Michigan Automated and Connected Vehicle Working Group – Continuous 
This group meets quarterly, with meetings regularly attended by more than 50 people. The Michigan 
Department of Transportation uses the meeting as a forum for its initiatives. Nelson Kelly and Bob Feldmaier 
attended meetings of the Michigan Automated and Connected Vehicle Working Group.  
 

 CAAT Newsletter - Continuous 
A monthly e-newsletter was developed and distributed for the first time in January 2014. It is now 
distributed to 1,300 CAAT contacts, including high school, community college and university instructors and 
administrators, as well as representatives from industry, government and professional organizations. This 
newsletter is also distributed to the ASEE Engineering Technology Division list serve.  

 
CAAT encourages students to participate in STEM to increase participation in engineering and automotive 
technology. This work expanded during this reporting period, resulting in a marked increase in outreach 
activities to students, beginning at the middle school level. Activities included: 
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 Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) Outreach Labs – Continuous 
A choice of fourteen STEM labs are offered free of charge for students in middle school. The STEM Outreach 
Coordinator brings the supplies for the labs directly to the school classrooms and conducts the labs on 
school premises. The labs allow students to improve upon their 3-dimensional learning skills, aligned with 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). This reporting period CAAT held 130 classroom visits, attended 
by 3,622 students.   
 

• Career Exploration Labs (CEL) - Continuous  
The purpose of CEL is to demonstrate the exciting opportunities available in automotive and technology to 
middle school students, with their parents present, with the intent that it will spark interest in pursuing a 
STEM career. CEL's main goal is to have students think about pursuing a technology career before they enter 
high school. In an effort to expand the program, an additional offering has been made to high school 
students and their counselors. CAAT conducted Five Career Exploration Labs at Macomb for 98 students.  
 

 Middle School Days – Spring 2018 
The STEM Outreach Coordinator participated in Middle School Days at Macomb Community College. The 
hovercraft lab was conducted with 260 students.  This is a new activity as a result of an invitation to 
participate.  
 

 DAPCEP STEM Day – May 8, 2018 
The STEM Outreach Coordinator participated in the Detroit Area Pre-College Engineering Program (DAPCEP) 
STEM Day program. The hovercraft lab was conducted with 180 students.   This is a new activity as a result 
of an invitation to participate.  
 
 
 

Major Goal 3 - Engage regional institutions and businesses in collaborative activities (Partnership 
Effectiveness) 
 
CAAT has focused on expanding relationships with its partners. These relationships include deepening 
involvement of Michigan community colleges, the automotive industry, and other regional stakeholders 
including SAE International, MTAM, DMA, and CAR.  By expanding relationships, CAAT can increase the number 
of educational institutions that use its curriculum and the number of industry partners interested in hiring 
persons trained through CAAT’s sponsored programs. 
 
CAAT facilitates ongoing meetings with industry partners to listen to the “voice of industry” in the development 
of advanced automotive technician education and to develop student internship opportunities. Specific 
examples include: 
 

 Industry Contacts for Curriculum Development – Continuous 
CAAT held meetings with General Motors, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Magna International, DENSO, 
Continental, Valeo, and Bosch to gain insight on curriculum and workforce needs. Please see Major Goal 1 
for more information. 
  

 Industry Advisory Council – February 22, 2018 
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The Industry Advisory Council provides strategic direction and gathers input on CAAT’s initiatives and 
sustainability plans to ensure they align with future industry needs. The Council is comprised of high-level 
executives from car manufacturers and major suppliers. The group reviewed the status of the CAAT grant 
and priorities as well as the results of the recent National Visiting Committee meeting. Members include, 
Continental Automotive Systems, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, General Motors, Kaiser Aluminum, Lear, and 
Robert Bosch LLC.  
 

 asbe Foundation Awards Dinner – April 19, 2018 
Bob Feldmaier, Joe Petrosky, and members of the National Science Board attended the asbe Foundation’s 
(formerly American Society of Body Engineers) Awards Dinner for the High School Design Challenge. 
Students are challenged to develop a creative solution to an automotive-based design problem utilizing 
CAD/drafting or artistic skills learned in their classes. Winning students and their teachers were invited to 
attend the Awards Dinner. 
 

CAAT leadership is involved in significant, important industry groups, representing CAAT and promoting its 
programs and services. Memberships include: 

  

 Connected Vehicle Trade Association (CVTA) 
CAAT is an Educational Member of the Connected Vehicle Trade Association (CVTA), a non-profit business 
league established to facilitate the interaction and advance the interests of the entities involved in the 
vehicle communication environment. 

 

 Michigan Alliance for Greater Mobility Advancement (MAGMA) 
Bob Feldmaier is on the Governing Board and attends the meetings, which offer on-going opportunities to 
build strong relationships with many major industry partners. MAGMA’s leadership and strategic direction 
have been changed and refocused to align with current industry education needs, which promises to 
strengthen the value of CAAT’s participation in this forum.   

 
 Macomb Community College Auto Tech Advisory Council 

Bob Feldmaier is a member and in partnership with industry representatives provides input to the faculty on 
curriculum needs. 

 

 SAE International 
Bob Feldmaier is a member of several committees within SAE (formerly Society of Automotive Engineers), 
including the Electric Vehicle Committee and the World Congress Banquet Committee. 
 

 Center for Automotive Research (CAR) 
CAAT gains access to many industry reports produced by CAR. An executive-level staff person from CAR also 
sits on CAAT’s National Visiting Committee, reviewing program accomplishments and offering suggestions 
for increased impact. 

 

 Workforce Intelligence Network (WIN) 
A Southeast Michigan collaborative effort between ten community colleges, six workforce boards and 
economic development partners to assess the area's workforce needs and supply the region's employers, 
educational institutions and policy makers with the information they need to further cultivate and transform 
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the region's workforce.  WIN's educational members are Henry Ford College, Jackson College, Macomb 
Community College, Monroe County Community College, Mott Community College, Oakland Community 
College, Schoolcraft College, St. Clair Community College, Washtenaw Community College and Wayne 
County Community College District.   Its workforce board members are Career Alliance; Detroit Workforce 
Development Department; Southeast Michigan Community Alliance; Washtenaw County Employment, 
Training and Community Services; and Michigan Works agencies serving Livingston, Macomb, St. Clair and 
Oakland counties. 
 

 Lightweighting Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT) 
This institute, part of Manufacturing USA, the national network for manufacturing innovation, brings 
together 60+ members from industry, universities, colleges, nonprofits and research labs that will develop 
and deploy advanced lightweight metals manufacturing technologies that are increasingly important to all 
transportation manufacturing sectors, including suppliers in the automobile industry.  An important part of 
this work will be designing and implementing the education and training pathways to ensure these sectors 
have the quality workforce necessary to sustain and attract high quality jobs. LIFT is headquartered in 
Detroit and led by Ohio-based nonprofit EWI, the University of Michigan, and Ohio State University. Joe 
Petrosky serves as co-chair of the LIFT Michigan Workforce Committee. 

 

 Automation Alley 
Automation Alley is Michigan’s leading technology business association, connecting companies and 
organizations with talent, resources and funding to accelerate innovation and fuel Southeast Michigan’s 
economy.  

 
In addition to working with Industry partners, CAAT invited other institutions of higher education to meet with 
its staff, tour the facility and learn more about implementing a program of their own. Highlights of these 
collaborations include: 
 

 Rio Hondo College 
CAAT has supported Rio Hondo in Whittier, California by offering guidance on a fuel-cell project that they 
have now received funding as an NSF project. Previously, CAAT conducted a webinar on fuel cell electric 
vehicles in conjunction with Rio Hondo. 
 

 Sinclair Community College 
CAAT has supported Sinclair Community College in Dayton, Ohio by offering guidance on their NSF project 
called “Bridging the Gap in Automated and Connected Vehicle Technology Education.” 
 

Macomb and Wayne State, collaborators on this grant, worked together to solidify and expand their 
partnership. Strategic expansion activities included: 
 

 2+2+2 Career Education Pathway 
The pathway offers incoming high school students the opportunity to receive college credit in 
Manufacturing Technology at Macomb while still attending high school.  After high school graduation, the 
student is able to complete an Associate of Applied Science in Manufacturing Technology at Macomb and 
transfer to Wayne State University’s (WSU) Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology 
program via a seamless articulation agreement between Macomb and WSU. The 2+2 course credits transfer 
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agreement between Macomb’s Electrical Engineering Technology, Auto/Automation programs and Wayne 
State University BSETT (BS Electric Transportation Technology) program is complete. 

 
 
Major Goal 4 - Institute an advanced automotive technology website for curriculum dissemination 
(Curriculum Dissemination Effectiveness) 
 
Website Growth  
CAAT has a comprehensive resource website (www.autocaat.org) featuring: advanced automotive technology 
news, events, and a wide-range of other material for use by educators, students, and industry professionals. It 
also contains a growing resource library for advanced automotive technology curriculum.  
 
The CAAT website continues to see significant growth. In our last annual report, we noted that the CAAT website 
was averaging 2,525 visits per month and had received visitors from 182 different countries. Over the past 11 
months (July, 2017 – May, 2018), the website is now averaging 3,127 visits per month, with an average of 2,514 
new unique users and 563 returning unique users per month. The website was visited 34,401 times, had 139,887 
page views and was visited by 192 different countries.  
 
Resource Library Usage  
1,833 resources were downloaded from the CAAT Resource Library during the reporting period, which is on par 
for resource downloads in the previous period. CAAT has updated their resource usage tracking to better show 
how various groups are using the resources, and, as of January 2017, they are tracking Seed Funded projects as 
their own category.  Seed Funded project downloads account for 24% of the total resource usage.  Students and 
educators continue to be the primary users of the CAAT resource library, and most frequently visit to gather 
resources materials and to teach students.  
 
At the time of last year’s report, the resource library contained 233 classroom ready educational resources. 
CAAT regularly adds new resources, and the resource library now includes 281 resources. This includes 33 
resources resulting from seed funding projects, 20 resources resulting from other grant-funded projects, and 
228 other resources. Of the 281 resources, CAAT has developed 66 resources that are archived at ATE Central.  
 
Website Enhancements:  
CAAT added new content pages:  

 In our Technology section, four pages were added to Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAV) 
o The Road to Automated Vehicles – highlighting the technology and infrastructure needed for 

CAV, and the steps being taken to achieve this 
o CAV Technology Available Now 
o Advanced Driver Assist Systems (ADAS) Technology Available Now 
o New Technology Coming Soon 

 In our Other Resources section, we’ve added a listing of Industry Webinars, both upcoming and archived, 
that are of interest to users 

 In our Students section, two pages were added introducing the new Associates Degree programs we 
initiated with Macomb Community College and industry partners 
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o Vehicle Development Technician Program – this program develops the unique skills, knowledge 
and abilities automotive companies and suppliers require for automated/connected vehicles 
and experimental vehicle testing 

o FCA Automotive Manufacturing Program – developed with FCA, this program offers students the 
chance to develop leadership, problem-solving and communication skills as a Production 
Supervisor 

 
Ongoing search engine optimization efforts have resulted in a high internet search ranking with many industry 
search terms. The CAAT website continues to rank high in “Automated and Connected Vehicles”, “Electric Car 
Certification”, “Advanced Engine Technologies”, and “Materials Lightweighting” searches. 
 
CAAT’s monthly e-newsletter is now being distributed to 1300 CAAT contacts, including high school, community 
college, and university instructors and administrators as well as representatives from industry, government, and 
professional organizations. This represents a distribution increase of 144 contacts over the distribution reported 
in the last annual report.  
 
The website content is continuously refreshed to ensure the information provided is current and accurate. As 
the CAAT continues to regularly post relevant information on its social media channels, our number of followers 
has continued to grow from 910 to 997. This includes 533 followers on Twitter, 195 on Facebook (CAAT) and 172 
(MCC EV), and 97 on LinkedIn. The CAAT Facebook photo gallery continues to grow as photo albums are added 
for many of the CAAT’s outreach activities. 
 
Major Goal 5 - Create an effective sustainability plan (Sustainability Effectiveness) 
 
CAAT has achieved substantial programmatic sustainability through the incorporation and integration of 
activities and curriculum into Macomb and Wayne State. Many programs that started as projects with CAAT 
have now become part of these institutions’ general operations, gaining permanence in their presence. CAAT 
already has buy-in and support from key stakeholders in industry and education. Its partners, target audiences 
and Macomb want CAAT’s services to continue.  

 
 Industry sponsorship and partnership for STEM outreach activities 

o Auto STEAM Days event was sponsored jointly by CAAT, Magna, Bosch, KUKA, Siemens/Electro-
Matic, Comau, American Axle and Manufacturing, Macomb Intermediate School District, and the 
Macomb County Department of Planning & Economic Development. 
 

CAAT met with its Industry Advisory Council and prioritized the activities the Center has been performing for the 
past seven years. CAAT will concentrate on sustaining the highest priority activities.  
 
CAAT is exploring these sustainability strategies to continue operations after NSF funding ends:  

 Grants from other funding sources. 

 Garnering financial support from industry partners to continue to develop needed funding for the future. 

 CAAT is transitioning to an ATE Resource Center to serve as a central resource for the advanced automotive 
technology community. The Resource Center for Advanced Automotive Technology (RCAAT) will provide a 
web site for accessing best practices and exemplary materials for advanced automotive technology, as well 
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as for teaching this technology to students. In addition, RCAAT would provide resources for potential and 
current students and for businesses and industries who hire graduates. 

 Over the last six years, the annual CAAT conference has grown in attendance records and built a reputation 
for importance in the field. CAAT is exploring charging a fee for this conference to ensure it can continue 
beyond NSF ATE funding.  

 

Specific Objectives: N/A 
Significant Results:  N/A 
 
Key Outcomes or Other Achievements:  
Strategic Planning and Evaluation 
 
In this reporting cycle, CAAT entered a no-cost extension period and did not have the services of an external 
evaluator. The CAAT continued with the existing evaluation plan and continued to administer, collect and 
analyze survey data. Administrators synced the plan for CAAT evaluation and CAAT’s strategic plan 
redevelopment to ensure the goals, activities, outputs and intended outcomes align fully with the third party 
evaluation process.  It is important for CAAT leaders to engage in evaluation activities on an on-going basis.  
Recognition that it is important to grow the capacity of CAAT to conduct descriptive evaluation is important; 
including documenting what is happening and determining how stakeholders engage with and experience CAAT 
activities.  
 
Seed Funding Strategy  
CAAT has been successful in “seeding” the development and implementation of targeted, new advanced 
automotive curriculum in community colleges and universities in the Michigan region, and in other states.  
Curriculum developed through seed funding is publically available through the CAAT website. 
 
It is important to understand the strategic nature of the CAAT’s seed funding operations. For CAAT, seed funding 
is much more than supporting other community colleges to develop curriculum. CAAT is using the seed funding 
strategy to enlarge its capacity to develop and disseminate new advanced automotive curriculum while also 
helping other community colleges to implement advanced automotive technology curriculum.  Multiple goals 
are achieved by spreading the CAAT’s expertise to others and allowing recipients to benefit from the new 
curriculum. 

 
Major Conference  
The conference evaluation survey examined opinions and perceptions among the 2018 CAAT conference 
participants about the purposes of the conference.  CAAT endeavored to stimulate, conduct, and disseminate 
highly valuable plenary sessions related to advanced automotive technologies. Forward thinking and moving 
ahead were the focus of the conference. The conference was free to participants and held at the South Campus 
of Macomb Community College on Friday, April 20, 2018. 
 
Results on the overall rating of the value of the conference showed positive results, with 86% finding the 
conference extremely valuable or very valuable. In terms of conference length, 62% said the conference was 
about the right length.  
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The conference sessions were viewed favorably as well. Of the 75 responding, 97% said that the plenary address 
by Carla Bailo, President and CEO, Center for Automotive Research (CAR) was extremely valuable or very 
valuable.  The Testing Autonomous Vehicles presentation by Mark Chaput, VP of Construction and Infrastructure 
and Development, American Center for Mobility (ACM) was extremely valuable or very valuable according to 
71% of respondents. 68% of the respondents rated the Autonomous Automation presentation by Jace Allen, 
Business Development Manager −Simulation, Test, and Electrical/Electronics Data Management, dSPACE, Inc. to 
be extremely valuable or very valuable. 68% of the respondents rated the Impact on the Workforce presented 
by Michele Economou Ureste, Executive Director, Workforce Intelligence Network (WIN) to be extremely 
valuable or very valuable.  
 
Of the 47 participants who identified themselves as teachers, 96% agreed or strongly agreed that they learned 
new information by attending the conference and 89% agreed or strongly agreed that they will apply the new 
information that they learned at the conference to their teaching. All told, CAAT carried out a very successful 
conference.    
 
What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?  
The Center has funded training and professional development for its staff members and Macomb automotive 
faculty in an on-going effort to create a team that can provide the skills necessary to function as a center of 
expertise in advanced automotive technology. These activities include:  

 The CAAT staff and Macomb faculty hosted the North American Council of Automotive Teachers (NACAT) 
annual conference at Macomb Community College. NACAT is the only international organization devoted to 
teachers and trainers of automotive technology. 

 Macomb faculty members produced and attended the Southeast Michigan Automotive Teachers Association 
(SEMATA) conferences.   

 Nelson Kelly attended the Global Symposium on Connected and Automated Transportation and 
Infrastructure 

 Nelson Kelly attended Smart Cities: A Connected Way Forward 

 Macomb faculty members created and attended the inaugural Michigan Automotive Teachers Association 
(MATA) conference in 2018. 

 Bob Feldmaier and Nelson Kelly attended dSPACE Autonomous Technology Tech Day 

 Nelson Kelly attended the 17th Integrated Electrical Systems Forum (IESF) 
 

Additionally, the Center has provided funding for other participants, including partner organization members 
and students, to attend conferences and events in the advanced automotive technology space, including: 
 

 Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Summer Academy for high school students 

 Auto STEAM Days at Macomb Community College  (CAAT provides funds for bus transportation) 
 
How have the results been disseminated to communities of interest?  
 
CAAT supported a wide-variety of outreach efforts. These activities focused on increasing the awareness and 
understanding of advanced automotive technology for the general public, encouraging student interest at all 
levels of the educational system in STEM-related education, and educating industry and academic partners. A 
brief list of outreach activities is shown below to provide an understanding of the breadth and scope of the 
types of activities that the CAAT has conducted: 
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 Auto STEAM Days for middle school and high school students and an evening program for their parents 

 Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Summer Academy for high school students sponsored by the CAAT and taught by 
Macomb Community College automotive faculty 

 Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) Outreach Labs for middle school students 

 Career Exploration Labs (CEL) for secondary students 

 CAAT annual conference for educators, government and industry personnel 
 

An important component of this dissemination objective is CAAT’s unique funding process, which awards seed 
funding to universities, community colleges and secondary schools for the development or adaptation of an 
advanced automotive technology curriculum.  The process offers a simple and straightforward way for any 
college to reform its curriculum or to explore the potential for proposing an NSF Project or other larger grant. 
CAAT has developed a detailed seed funding process, which includes curriculum development specifications, 
identification of industry partners, progress reports, evaluation materials and a structured and comprehensive 
contract for services and products to be delivered, including: outcomes-driven syllabus, lectures, homework, 
projects, and exams. The funded institutions agree to provide CAAT with complete instructional materials for 
dissemination via CAAT’s website for use by other academic institutions or interested parties. The seed funding 
process was targeted, through interactions with annual meetings and other networking events, to focus on the 
two key strategic technologies (connected/automated vehicles and lightweighting). The National Visiting 
Committee strongly supports CAAT’s seed funding model, because it: creates ownership in the Center’s work; 
provides a mechanism for other institutions to invest in the resources developed; efficiently builds up-to-date 
system capacity; helps to meet industry needs in a strategic, creative, and comprehensive manner; and expands 
the overall reach of CAAT.  
 
What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals? 
 
CAAT will work towards the following:  
The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Summer Academy will be conducted June 18 thru June 21, 2018. This hands-on 
learning activity, planned for 15 high school students sponsored by CAAT and taught by Macomb Community 
College automotive faculty, will explain principles of battery electric and other alternative energy vehicles.  Each 
student will build a DC motor kit and a fuel cell vehicle to explore the concepts shared in a hands-on way.  
 
Macomb Community College will host the Southeast Michigan Automotive Teachers Association (SEMATA) 
Conference in October, 2018. CAAT staff will present a technical session based on the feedback interest of prior 
SEMATA participants. Each conference includes technical training, compliant with ASE Education Foundation 
requirements, to keep instructors current with the latest technical material.  This conference will provide 
exposure to CAAT’s resources available to assist in usage of industry-led educational resources, expanding the 
impact of NSF’s investment.    
 
CAAT cosponsors Auto STEAM Days and fulfills the secondary outreach component of its initial scope of work. 
This event will be hosted on December 5-6, 2018. The ATE program encourages partnerships between academic 
institutions and industry to promote improvement in the education of science and engineering technicians at 
the secondary school levels. Other sponsors include Magna, Bosch, KUKA, Siemens/Electro-Matic, Comau, 
American Axle and Manufacturing, Macomb Intermediate School District, and the Macomb County Department 
of Planning & Economic Development. This statewide event, attended by 2,700 secondary school students and 
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their teachers last year, sparks student interest in pursuing careers in STEAM, particularly those in automotive 
design and engineering. In addition, 400 parents and students attended a related evening event.  
 
In addition to Auto STEAM Days, there is a STEM middle school outreach program that encourages students to 
go into STEM careers. This program reaches approximately 4,000 students per school year through hands-on 
projects directed by the CAAT STEM Outreach Coordinator. CAAT also offers Career Exploration Labs for 
secondary students to explore the many STEM career options available.     
 
 Products 
 
Because of the NSF funding of the Center for Advanced Automotive Technology, the Center has been actively 
seeking opportunities to present and disseminate information that will provide assistance to other regions or 
academic institutions seeking to develop curriculum for advanced automotive technology.   
 
Conference Papers and Presentations:  

 Bob Feldmaier presented “The Road to Autonomous Vehicles” at the North American Council of Automotive 
Teachers (NACAT) Conference. 

 Nelson Kelly presented “Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles: the Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers” at the North 
American Council of Automotive Teachers (NACAT) Conference. 

 WSU presented a short course in July, 2017 with 4 modules on hybrid, electric, and connected vehicle 
technology, in addition to lightweighting materials. 

 “Lane Keeping System by Visual Technology ,” Fan, T., Liao, Y., Yeh, CP., Wu, M., and Chen, J., 2017 American 
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Annual Conference, Columbus, OH 

 Nelson Kelly presented “Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles: the Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers” and “The Road to 
Autonomous Vehicles” at the Southeast Michigan Automotive Teachers Association (SEMATA) Conference. 

 Joe Petrosky provided a presentation on CAAT and automotive career pathways at the 2017 SAE Battelle 
Cyberauto Challenge. 

 Nelson Kelly presented “Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles: the Chemistry, the Cars, the Careers” and “The Road to 
Autonomous Vehicles” at the Michigan Automotive Teachers Association (MATA) Conference. 

 “Analysis of multi-speed transmission and E-CVT using lever analogy method for speed ration 
determination,” Liao, Y. and Chen, MY., 2017, SAGE Journal of Advances in Mechanical Engineering, 
doi:10.1177/1687814017712948, vol. 9/8. 

 Liao, Y., 2018, invited solo author for one fully new section “Roadmap of vehicle electrification and 
hybridization” in Marks’ Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, 12th edition, McGraw-Hill, pp. 994-
1011. 

 Liao Y., 2018, invited solo author for one significantly revised section “Automotive Engineering” on Marks’ 
Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, 12th edition, McGraw-Hill, pp. 979-994. 
 

Educational aids or Curricula 
Through seed funding: 

 University of Alabama created a course on experimental testing of vehicles. This 4 credit hour course will be 
used in Macomb’s Vehicle Development Technician degree program.     

 
Websites:  
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 URL(s): 
www.autocaat.org 
Description: 
 
CAAT has been actively enhancing its website to become a comprehensive resource for advanced 
automotive technology curriculum, news, events, and a wide-range of other material for use by educators, 
students and industry. The website includes information about CAAT (mission and history), its leadership, 
seed funding materials, CAAT partnerships, conference materials and information about the different 
technologies included in the advanced automotive space.  

 
Course material and curriculum 
 
The website features instructional material developed under CAAT seed funding contracts. Curriculum users 
are also able to leave ratings and reviews of the materials.   

 
 

What individuals have worked on the project?   
 
Name:     Petrosky, Joseph 
Most Senior Project Role: Principal Investigator 
Nearest Person Month worked:  1 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Dean of the College of Engineering & Advanced Technology at Macomb Community College and is 
responsible for the areas including Automotive Technology, Engineering Technology and Workforce 
Development 

 Macomb's representative to the Michigan Occupational Dean's Administrative Council (MODAC) interfacing 
with the occupational Deans from all 28 of Michigan's community colleges 

 Serves as co-chair of the LIFT Michigan Workforce Committee 
 
Name:     Yeh, Chih-Ping 
Most Senior Project Role: Co-Principal Investigator 
Nearest Person Month worked:  1 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Professor, Division of Engineering Technology for Wayne State University 
 
Name:     Liao, Gene 
Most Senior Project Role: Co-Principal Investigator 
Nearest Person Month worked:  1 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Director, Electric-Drive Vehicle Engineering and Alternative Energy Technology programs  

 Professor, Division of Engineering Technology, Wayne State University 
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Name:     Feldmaier, Robert 
Most Senior Project Role: Co-Principal Investigator 
Nearest Person Month worked:  9 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Director for the Center for Advanced Automotive Technology 

 Administration of related projects, budgets, outreach activities, deliverables, and evaluations 

 Develop, cultivate and maintain relationships with industry/related companies to further grant objectives 

 Work with others across the college to coordinate grant related activities 

 Develop and maintain current knowledge on trends, best practices, existing and emerging technologies in 
advanced automotive and energy 

 Serves on MAGMA Governing Board. Also serves on SAE International SAE committee on Electric Vehicles 
and the Macomb Auto Tech Advisory Council. 

 
Name:     Williams, Shannon  
Most Senior Project Role: Co-Principal Investigator 
Nearest Person Month worked:  1 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Regional Administrator for Career and Technical Education, Macomb Intermediate School District 
 
Name:     Doherty, Sherri  
Most Senior Project Role: Assistant Director-Communications 
Nearest Person Month worked:  9 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 
• Provide leadership and direction for management of CAAT’s website, which includes the Resource Library of 

advanced automotive technology educational resources, industry news, current events and other features 
important to students, educators and industry professionals.  

• Manage and develop all CAAT marketing and communications materials, including CAAT’s monthly e-
newsletter, social media, print collateral, advertising and other media 

• Provide leadership and direction for the planning of CAAT conferences and events  
• Plan and coordinate CAAT professional development and K-12 related outreach activities 
 
Name:     Kelly, Nelson 
Most Senior Project Role: Assistant Director-Automotive and Energy Programs 
Nearest Person Month worked: 9 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Lead the process to assure success of the curriculum adaption and curriculum development of CAAT 
deliverables  

 Lead all contract development and management activities with Macomb administration and grantee 
institutions for the seed grant funding process 

 Manage the curriculum grant process to assure coverage across the value chain of advanced automotive 
operations 
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 Perform or research market assessments and core competency surveys for the grant operations 
 

Name:     Hojnacki, Mary 
Most Senior Project Role: Program Manager 
Nearest Person Month worked:  9 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Manage all grant related financial functions to ensure adherence to grant specifications and responsible for 
grant invoicing and financial reporting.  

 Create and submit all government agency reporting.  

 Maintain project accounting budget files and review financial accounts.  

 Monitors grant activities to ensure compliance with NSF's policies, procedures and reporting.  
  

Name:     Hensler-Smith, Carol  
Most Senior Project Role: Project Coordinator  
Nearest Person Month worked: 6 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Coordinate the CAAT website resource library 

 Assists with content development of the CAAT Website  
 
Name:     Sullivan, Sherri 
Most Senior Project Role: Web Master  
Nearest Person Month worked:  6 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Assists with content development of the CAAT Website  

 Responsible for the day-to-day maintenance and updates for the CAAT website 
 
Name:     Sherwood, Pam  
Most Senior Project Role: Technical Assistant  
Nearest Person Month worked: 9 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Provides technical support for managing the Center 

 Manages CAAT events and carries out other general office duties   
 
Name:     McMurray, Saleta  
Most Senior Project Role: STEM Outreach Coordinator  
Nearest Person Month worked: 6 
Funding Support:  N/A 
Contribution to Project: 

 Cultivates collaborative relationships with academic partners to increase student/parent awareness of 
engineering technician career opportunities 
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 Develops automotive technology presentations and presents at local schools 

 Works with academic and industry partners to provide opportunities for student/parent exploration of 
automotive engineering related STEM career opportunities and related academic requirements 

 
What other organizations have been involved as partners? 
 
Michigan Alliance for Greater Mobility Advancement (MAGMA): Collaborative Research  
Location: Lansing, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
MAGMA is an alliance to provide rapid skill growth in emerging technologies. In response to the rapid growth in 
the renewable energy sector, the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor & Economic Growth collaborated with 
automotive manufacturing employers and educational institutions to establish the Michigan Alliance for Greater 
Mobility Advancement (MAGMA). 
 
The purpose of MAGMA is to ensure the automotive industry has the trained workers they need to grow and 
prosper in the auto economy. The skill development and training provided is in direct response to specific 
knowledge and skill demands of employers in the automotive manufacturing industry.  
 
Center for Automotive Research (CAR): Collaborative Research 
Location: Ann Arbor, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
To fulfill its mission, CAR maintains strong relationships with industry, government agencies, universities, 
research institutes, labor organizations, and other major participants in the international automotive 
community.  CAR has conducted research which CAAT has used in furthering the goals of the center. CAAT has 
also sponsored educational faculty participation to CAR conferences. CAR co-sponsors the annual CAAT 
conference. 
 
Wayne State University: Collaborative Research 
Location: Detroit, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
Wayne State University (WSU) Division of Engineering Technology is the main university partner in carrying out 
grant commitments.  WSU is a leading university institution in Southeast Michigan in the field of technician and 
technologist training for the auto industry.   
 
Macomb and WSU, based on previous successful NSF supported outreach activities, plans these activities to 
promote advanced automotive technology: 

 Attend conferences to promote the CAAT, its activities, and technology developments. 

 Deliver presentations at industry and educational symposia to promote the awareness and use of CAAT 
resource. 

 
Macomb Intermediate School District: Collaborative Research 
Location: Clinton Township, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
The Macomb Intermediate School District (MISD) serves the 21 public school districts, charter schools and 
private/parochial schools in Macomb County. MISD staff help bring best practices to the classroom, affecting 
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some 150,000 students in both public and nonpublic schools. Their commitment to students guides the way they 
provide services—involving parents, school personnel, and the community at large as active partners in 
planning, delivering and evaluating our many services and programs.  
 
Oakland Schools: Collaborative Research 
Location: Waterford Township, MI  
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
Oakland Schools is the intermediate school district serving Oakland County, Michigan. They serve 28 local school 
districts, a number of public school academies and nonpublic schools in Oakland County. Oakland Schools 
collaborate with the Oakland County community and develop strong partnerships with all levels of government, 
business, social agencies, and education to enhance the quality of life in this region. These collaborations 
strengthen teaching and learning and increase opportunities for Oakland County students as they graduate to a 
global economy. Students from Oakland Schools have attended the Auto STEAM event. 
 
SAE International: Collaborative Research 
Location: SAE Automotive Headquarters, Troy, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
SAE International is a global association of more than 128,000 engineers and related technical experts in the 
aerospace, automotive and commercial vehicle industries. SAE International's core competencies are life-long 
learning and voluntary consensus standards development.  
 
Workforce Intelligence Network (WIN): Collaborative Research 
Location: Detroit, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
A Southeast Michigan collaborative effort between ten community colleges, six workforce boards and economic 
development partners to assess the area's workforce needs and supply the region's employers, educational 
institutions and policy makers with the information they need to further cultivate and transform the region's 
workforce.  WIN's educational members are Henry Ford College, Jackson College, Macomb Community College, 
Monroe County Community College, Mott Community College, Oakland Community College, Schoolcraft College, 
St. Clair Community College, Washtenaw Community College and Wayne County Community College District.   
Its workforce board members are Career Alliance; Detroit Workforce Development Department; Southeast 
Michigan Community Alliance; Washtenaw County Employment, Training and Community Services; and 
Michigan Works agencies serving Livingston, Macomb, St. Clair and Oakland counties. 
 
Design and Manufacturing Alliance (DMA): Collaborative Research 
Location: Detroit, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
The Design and Manufacturing Alliance (DMA) encourages and fosters communication, networking, and 
partnerships among design and manufacturing industry companies, their professional associations, government, 
and educators across Southeast Michigan.  The DMA supports educational networking with design and 
manufacturing organizations, their professional associations, and government offices to ensure accurate career 
information is available to students, and academic programs and curricula are developed that are appropriate to 
the skills required for the jobs that do (and will) exist in these industries.  The DMA encourages and arranges 
design and manufacturing experiential opportunities, e.g. tours, internships, co-ops, and job shadowing for 
educators and students. DMA co-sponsors the annual CAAT conference and its Executive Director serves as 
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moderator. 
 
Square One Education Network: Collaborative Research 
Location: Waterford, MI 
Partner's contribution to the project: 
Square One Education Network provides innovative, meaningful STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics) programs to K-12 level students.  Square One Education Network is led by industry leaders and 
educators with a common vision that students should have the opportunity to pursue technology-oriented 
careers through authentic, hands-on science, mathematics and engineering opportunities. 
 
Lightweighting Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT): Collaborative Research 
Location: Detroit, MI  
Partner's contribution to the project: 
This institute brings together 60+ members from industry, universities, colleges, nonprofits and research labs 
that will develop and deploy advanced lightweight metals manufacturing technologies that are increasingly 
important to all transportation manufacturing sectors, including suppliers in the automobile industry.  An 
important part of this work will be designing and implementing the education and training pathways to ensure 
these sectors have the quality workforce necessary to sustain and attract high quality jobs. LIFT is 
headquartered in Detroit and led by Ohio-based nonprofit EWI, the University of Michigan, and Ohio State 
University. Joe Petrosky serves as chair of the LIFT Michigan Workforce Committee. 
 
Mobile Technology Association of Michigan (MTAM): Collaborative Research 
Location: Southfield, MI 
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
The Mobile Technology Association of Michigan (MTAM) is a non-profit trade association for Michigan's 
mobile/wireless (connected) technologies industry, businesses that provide these technologies, and the 
businesses - in all industries - that use these technologies. MTAM sponsored CAAT Conference in 2018.  
 
The American Center for Mobility (ACM): Collaborative Research 
Location: Ypsilanti Township, MI 
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
The American Center for Mobility is a non-profit testing and product development facility for future mobility, 
designed to enable safe validation of connected and automated vehicle technology, and accelerate the 
development of voluntary standards. Macomb Community College is part of ACM’s Academic Consortium.  
 
North American Council of Automotive Teachers (NACAT): Collaborative Research 
Location: Tyler TX 
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
North American Council of Automotive Teachers (NACAT) is the only international organization devoted to 
teachers and trainers of automotive technology and its related fields. CAAT and Macomb Community College 
produced and hosted the NACAT conference in 2017. This event brought industry professionals into the training 
classes with almost 200 automotive teachers to ensure the connection between education and industry remains 
the driving force of training curriculum choices.   
 
The Intelligent Transportation Society of America (ITS America): Collaborative Research 
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Location: Washington, DC 
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
ITS America advances the research and deployment of intelligent transportation technologies to save lives, 
improve mobility, promote sustainability, and increase efficiency and productivity. The CAAT attends and staffs 
booths at ITS America conferences. 
 
Detroit Area Pre-College Engineering Program (DAPCEP): Collaborative Research 
Location: Detroit, MI 
Partner’s contribution to the project: 
DAPCEP is a non-profit, Detroit-based organization whose mission is to generate excitement and prepare under-
represented minority students for careers in engineering and science. DAPCEP staffed an information table at 
the CAAT Conference. CAAT’s STEM Outreach Coordinator was invited to participate in DAPCEP’s STEM Day 
program. 
 
 
 

Have other collaborators or contacts been involved?   Yes    No  
 
Timothy Pawlowski, Associate Dean of Applied Technology, Automotive and Technical Education at Macomb 
Community College 
Tim Pawlowski's area of responsibility includes management and leadership of the Automotive Technology 
program at Macomb. He coordinates the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Summer Academy. 
 
Timothy Hinrichsen, Associate Dean of Engineering Technology at Macomb Community College 
Tim Hinrichsen’s area of responsibility includes management and leadership of the Engineering Technology 
program at Macomb.      
 
Dr. Randall Hickman, Director of Special Research Projects at Macomb Community College 
CAAT has been utilizing Dr. Hickman’s evaluation expertise during the no-cost extension period.  
 
National Visiting Committee 
CAAT has been working closely with its National Visiting Committee, advisors that work with grantees and NSF 
to help them achieve their goals and objectives. They assess the plans and progress of the project and report to 
NSF and the project leadership. CAAT National Visiting Committee consists of: 

 Kristin Dziczek, Vice President of Industry, Labor & Economics, Center  for Automotive Research 

 Deborah M. Dawson, P.E., Ferris State University, School of Engineering and Computing Technology 

 Marcia Black-Watson, Director, Office of Michigan Industry Cluster Approach, Workforce Development 
Agency, State of Michigan 

 Brad McNett, Senior Program Advisor, HTUF Program Manager, National Automotive Center, TARDEC 

 Kevin Mull, Vice President – Connected Services, Bosch LLC 

 Monica Pfarr, Executive Director at American Welding Society Foundation 
 

Industry Advisory Council 
The Industry Advisory Council was established to provide direction from a strategic standpoint and to obtain 
input on CAAT’s initiatives to ensure they align with industry future needs. The Council is comprised of high-level 
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executives from car manufacturers and major suppliers. 

 John C. Haraf, Engineering Director Hybrid Vehicle Integration & Controls, General Motors Company 

 Amit Kapoor, Head of Business Unit ADAS NAFTA, Continental Automotive Systems 

 Jayesh Patel, Director of Engineering, Bosch Battery Systems, LLC 

 Simon Price, Engineering Laboratory Manager, Robert Bosch LLC 

 Douglas A. Richman, Vice President Engineering & Technology, Kaiser Aluminum 

 Praveen Singh, Vice President Engineering, Lear 
 
Impacts  
   
What is the impact on the development of the principal discipline(s) of the project?  
 

 Automotive technicians are currently educated to be service technicians that repair and maintain vehicles. 
CAAT has identified a need for a development technician trained to work at automotive engineering 
facilities for manufacturers and their suppliers. These technicians will need to have software and 
information technology skills in addition to mechanical and electrical skills. The Vehicle Development 
Technician degree program was developed at Macomb. The first cohort(s) of students will begin in the fall 
2018 semester at Macomb Community College's South Campus in Warren, MI. 

  

 CAAT has broadened the interest of students in advanced technology. An important example is its major 
sponsorship of the Auto STEAM Days event. It is a two-day program aimed at creating interest in STEAM 
careers for over 2,500 middle and high school students each year. It was designed to spark interest in 
students in pursuing careers in STEAM, particularly those in automotive design and engineering for which 
the automotive industry has and will have jobs to fill. In addition, CAAT’s STEM Outreach Coordinator 
brought STEM labs to 130 classrooms and 3,622 students.    

 

 CAAT strengthened and used partnerships with other community colleges, the automotive industry, and 
other regional stakeholders to develop and disseminate advanced automotive technology curriculum. CAAT 
works with all of the major players in automotive workforce development in the region, including 
automakers and upper-tier suppliers. CAAT’s conference attracted participants from community colleges, 
government/professional organizations, secondary schools and universities from around the country. Survey 
results on the overall rating of the value of the conference showed positive results, with a majority of 
respondents finding the conference extremely or very valuable. 
 

 The network of partners, clients, and other stakeholders grew as CAAT created an increasingly influential 
web of expertise and providers of advanced automotive technology curriculum. 
 

 The seed funding strategy promoted curriculum development and stimulated the adoption of the CAAT-
model curriculum in various high priority topics across community colleges in Michigan, the Midwest, and 
nationally. The seed funding model: creates ownership in the Center’s work; provides a mechanism for other 
institutions to invest in the resources developed; efficiently builds system capacity; helps meet industry 
needs in a more strategic, creative and comprehensive manner; and expands the overall reach of CAAT.  
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 Partnerships between Macomb, Wayne State, high schools, and employers led to the development and 
implementation of curriculum leading from secondary schools to Macomb to WSU and other universities.  
The College’s partnership with Wayne State allows students to connect their secondary education programs 
to their work with Macomb and Wayne State.  

 

 Bob Feldmaier’s involvement in boards and committees is an example of the value his expertise and 
leadership experience bring to the NSF beyond the scope of CAAT. 

 

 Students are benefiting from CAAT’s activities, educators are engaged in collaboration, industry is involved 
in guiding CAAT’s work, and the curriculum resources are being developed, disseminated and used. 
 

 CAAT’s website, specifically its curriculum library, is a nationally recognized model resource library and has 
been used as an example in LIFT’s national meetings as a model for curriculum dissemination. 
 

 CAAT is a resource affecting not only Michigan students, educators, and the advanced automotive workforce 
- CAAT collaborates with other ATE Centers and colleges nationwide, expanding its community of practice 
and growing the influence of products, expertise, and services. 
 

 CAAT has influence beyond its regional area, with partnerships growing nation-wide in curriculum 
development, workshop delivery and conference attendance. These partnerships now span across the 
country. CAAT’s model of operation has been used by others seeking NSF project funding. 

What is the impact on other disciplines?  
 

 Explore Careers in Manufacturing & Technology parent event complements the college’s annual Auto 
STEAM Days and Macomb County’s extensive National Manufacturing Day activities for hands-on exposure 
to careers in automotive design, robotics, manufacturing and technology. More than 400 parents and 
students attended this informative event, which provided attendees with in-depth information on 
automotive and technology careers from recent graduates and local employers. More than 28 companies 
and organizations participated.   

 CAAT’s conference attracted participants from community colleges, government/professional organizations, 
secondary schools and universities. Survey responses on the overall rating of the value of the conference 
showed positive results, with a majority of respondents finding the conference extremely or very valuable. 

 Many conferences attended by CAAT’s leadership team are attended by people outside of Advanced 
Automotive Technology. These opportunities for networking are presenting CAAT with new avenues into 
potential collaborations. 

 

 CAAT’s numerous outreach activities provided exposure to advanced automotive technology for 
practitioners, teachers, students and members of the public outside of the advanced automotive technology 
field. 

 

 Developed curriculum for energy storage and battery technology that is disseminated through the CAAT 
website and is applicable outside automotive technology uses. 
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 Macomb is actively promoting automotive apprenticeships through other federal funding, such as Michigan 
Apprenticeship Program Plus (MAP+). 

 
What is the impact on the development of human resources?  
 
Students who receive education through CAAT are prepared to work in competitive industries, earning a family-
sustaining wage. When possible, many students choose to continue their education through a seamless 
transition to Wayne State University and other universities, going on to become engineers or technologists. 
Industry partners connect with CAAT to explore student needs and interests. Internships and apprenticeships 
are promoted and continuing education opportunities for training incumbent workers are explored.  
 
What is the impact on physical resources that form infrastructure?  
 
Wayne State built an Advanced Technology Education Center in Warren, Michigan, adjacent to Macomb’s South 
campus. At the center, Wayne State and Macomb faculty will make undergraduate research on electric vehicle 
technologies and automotive battery technology available. The researchers will work together at both 
institutions, creating a unique partnership model. In summer 2017, Wayne State conducted a two-day short 
course at the facility.  
 
What is the impact on institutional resources that form infrastructure? 
Macomb Community College is commissioning a new transmission and motor dynamometer for use in new 
coursework related to the Vehicle Development Technician program.   
 
What is the impact on information resources that form infrastructure?  
 
N/A 
 
What is the impact on technology transfer? 
 
N/A 
 
What is the impact on society beyond science and technology? 
 

 Students educated using CAAT curriculum will achieve positive learning outcomes, matriculate successfully 
through the educational pipeline, and ultimately assume positions in the advanced automotive industry, 
with satisfied employers.  Students are taught soft skills for successful job performance upon completing 
their education and joining the workforce. 

 

 CAAT is also collaborating with the Community College Workforce Consortium, led by CAAT's host, Macomb.  
This is a collaborative network of community college leaders from eight states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee, and Wisconsin) to facilitate a college-to-college institutional peer-
learning environment for the sharing of best practices in education and training. 
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Changes / Problems 
 
Changes in approach and reason for change:  
N/A 
 
Actual or Anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them: 
N/A 
 
Changes that have significant impact on expenditures: 
 
N/A 


